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Abstract. Email has now become the most-used communication tool in the 
world and has also become the primary business productivity applications for 
most organizations and individuals. With the ever increasing popularity of 
emails, email over-load and prioritization becomes a major problem for many 
email users. Users spend a lot of time reading, replying and organizing their 
emails. To help users organize and prioritize their email messages, we propose 
a new framework; email reply prediction with unsupervised learning.  The goal 
is to provide concise, highly structured and prioritized emails, thus saving the 
user from browsing through each email one by one and help to save time. In 
this paper, we discuss the features used to differentiate emails, show promising 
initial results with unsupervised machine learning model, and outline future 
directions for this work. 
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1   Introduction 

One of the annoying things is when someone does not get back after sending so many 
email messages to them or when one is waiting to hear back from a friend or 
colleague at work about completing a particular project which can have a severe 
impact on the overall operation. This can be frustrating.  

Email prediction is a method of anticipating if email messages received require a 
reply or did not require any urgent attention. Our email prediction system will enable 
email users to both manage their email inboxes and at the same time manage their 
time more efficiently. Whittaker and Sider [1] analyzed the use of email to perform 
task management, personal archiving and asynchronous communication and referred 
to the three as “email overload”. They concluded that:  

• Users perform a large variety of work related task with email and 
• As a result, users are overwhelmed with the amount of information in their mail box. 

The existing solutions to email reply prediction relied on the intuition that user’s 
previous patterns of communication are indicative of future behaviour [2]. Also 
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Dredze et al [3] provided solutions to email reply prediction by assessing date and 
time in email messages as email containing date and time are time sensitive and may 
require a reply. Other studies have focused on how people save their email, what 
purposes it serves for them, and its importance as a tool for coordination in everyday 
life [5, 6, 7, 8]. 

This paper proposes to solve the problem of email prioritization and overload by 
determining if email received needs reply. Our prediction system provides a better 
and efficient way of prioritizing email messages as well as provides a new method to 
email reply prediction.  

2   Previous Work 

Because email is one of the most used communication tools in the world. Sproull and 
Kiesler [8] provide a summary of much of the early work on the social and 
organizational aspects of email. Here we will focus on work about email reply 
prediction strategies, as well as research dedicated to alleviating the problem of 
“email overload and prioritization.” Mackay [7] observed that people used email in 
highly diverse ways, and Whittaker and Sidner [1] extended this work. They found 
that in addition to basic communication, email was “overloaded” in the sense of being 
used for a wide variety of tasks-communication, reminders, contact management, task 
management, and information storage. Ducheneaut and Bellotti [5] performed a study 
of email usage in three organizations and found, as had previous authors, that email 
was being used for a wide variety of functions. In particular, they noted that people 
used emails as reminders for things they had to do and for task management more 
generally. Mackay [7] also noted that people fell into one of two categories in 
handling their email: prioritizers or archivers. Prioritizers managed messages as they 
came in, keeping tight control of their inbox, whereas archivers archived information 
for later use, making sure they did not miss important messages. Tyler and Tang in a 
recent interview study identified several factors that may influence likelihood of 
response [9].  

3   System Framework 

We used machine learning techniques for finding salient noun phrases, interrogative 
words, questions marks, date and time that can determine whether email message 
require a reply. This section describes the three steps involved in this prioritization task: 

• What representation is appropriate for the information to be prioritized as relevant 
or non-relevant phrases, interrogative words 

• Which features should be associated with each  and 
• Which model should be used? 

We implemented machine learning approach to solve the problem of email reply 
predictions. Machine learning is learning the theory automatically from the data, 
through a process of inference, model fitting, or learning from examples. It is also an 
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automated extraction of useful information from a body of data by building a good 
probabilistic model. 

3.1   Importance of Learning 

Our work involves machine learning because it is the underlying method that enables 
us to generate high statistical results. These are the importance of machine learning as 
applied in our work:  

• Environments change over time, and new knowledge is constantly being 
discovered. A continuous redesign of the systems “by hand” may be difficult. So, 
machine that can adapt to changing environment would reduce the need for 
constant redesign. 

• New knowledge about tasks is constantly being discovered by humans. Like 
vocabulary changes, and there is constant stream of new events in the world. 
Continuing redesign of a system to conform to new knowledge is impractical, but 
machine learning methods might be able to tract much of it. 

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram. Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the 
architecture for email words extraction from incoming email messages for efficient 
reply prediction proposes in this work. 

Fig. 1. Architecture for words extraction from incoming email 

Our proposed prediction system accept email messages as input data and as the 
emails are passed unto our machine learning algorithm, features are obtained from 
each emails and the predictor determines in numeric values the mails that require 
replies and the emails that does not require replies as shown in figure 1 above.  

4    Email Reply Prediction (ERP) 

This is a decision making system that could determine if emails received require a 
reply. For any given email datasets, there are multiple email conversations and to 
capture these different conversations, we assume that if one email was a reply to the 
sender’s original message, then such a mail may require attention and this is where 
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our email reply scoring method originated. We developed a dictionary of favourite 
users’ words- this is a dictionary of words that email users keep and noted for their 
favourable word that they use when communicating using their email, develop a 
scoring mechanism for each annotated emails and the more score that a mail acquire 
the more apparent such email needs reply. 

All emails have same scores zeros at the beginning of the analysis. Negative score 
is possible. Also each email has been annotated with these properties: 

• definitely need reply,   definitely not need reply 
If one email have both “definitely need reply” and “definitely not need reply” then 

this properties delete each other but this case is rare. 
The term “definitely need reply” status is given if our algorithm detect phrases such 

as “please reply soon” and “definitely not need reply” status is given when we found 
phrases such as “do not reply” or address such as noreply@domain.com or if other 
extracted features in the email content does not suggest any urgency. In the case that a 
phrase such as do not reply is found, our system has been designed in such a way that 
such a mail will still be brought to the attention of the email user but will be flagged 
as do not need a reply but it will be in the email client to be read any time. 

Our scoring system changes score allocation to each email before making a decision 
if they need a reply or not and also, if it founds interrogative words or questions and 
questions mark (s) in email messages, it increases or decreases the score. The other 
features that we investigated are: e.g. 

• Interrogative words: Can…? Could…? will…? Who ls…? has…? have…? 
may…? need…? are…? is…? Etc 

• Who…? where…? what…? or common pattern Why…?   how…?   
• Communications from sender: if communication with sender was earlier then 

increase score (“Re:”-letters) (user sent emails analysis need) 
• if sender send emails earlier and that was not answered then decrease score(user 

sent emails analysis need)  
•  Email Domains: if senders name is something like “… .com” then decrease score, 

it is big companies emailing 
•  Email Fields: when many emails in “CC” field then decrease score  
• Dictionary of words: if email has many words that interesting to user then 

increase score, dictionary of favorite users words need  
• Attachments: if big attachment in letter then increase scores (photo or interesting 

pdf-article from friend) . 

4.1   Scoring Method 

Our approach analysed the feature of emails namely; phrases, interrogative words, 
questions and question mark, attachments, early communications of senders and 
many other aforementioned features in the email and our algorithm prediction system 
(APS) performs unsupervised scoring methods using weighting measures [4].  All 
new emails have number – score. Then more score then more email need reply. We 
calculate the weighting scores on the features of the email by implementing a method 
called “the inner product” with its elements.  We collect n numbers of emails using 
this function below:  
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Here, tew ,  is the email-term weight while query-term weight is denoted by tqw ,  

and we also denote these various set: 

• the set E of emails;  
• for each term t, the set Et of emails containing t; 
• the set T distinct terms in the database and  

• the set eT of distinct terms in emails e , and similarly qT  for queries and 

eqeq TTT ∩=,  

The terms are the features extracted to determine the email prediction namely: 
phrases, interrogative words, question marks, attachments and many more. When the 
formula above is applied, the average weighting score is calculated for each email and 
if it is above the set threshold, then that mail will be categorized as need reply or do 
not need reply as given relevant item is retrievable without retrieving number of 
irrelevant items.  

Our predictor assigns a weight score to any question (s), question mark (s) found in 
email subject as well as contents of the mail. For example: A question in the subject 
has a weight score of 3 point of value and a weight score of 2 in the body of the email 
message. Do note that a question is a sentence that ends with the sign "?" and start 
with an interrogation pattern like: "where", "when", etc. Also, a score of 1 is assigned 
to the following sample features: "if communication with sender was earlier (“Re:”-
letters)", emails from specific domain (.ac.uk, .edu), phrases such as “please reply 
soon”, if there is email address in cc or bcc, all these are assigned a score of 1. The 
prediction analysts concluded that the maximum weight score that could be assigned 
to every email is 10 and choose 7 as the threshold weighting score that a mail must 
attain before it could be grouped as “need reply- 1” and any email that does not 
measure up to the threshold will be re-examined and if other factors have been re-
assessed and could not meet up with the threshold at the second attempt, then it will 
be grouped as “do not need reply- 0. 

4.2   Email Prediction Methods (EPM) 

Email space is a function of the manner in which terms and term weights are assigned 
to the various emails with an optimum email space configuration that provides an 
effective performance. We make use of inner product method. Inner product space is 
a vector space of arbitrary (possibly infinite) dimension with additional structure, 
which, among other things, enables generalization of concepts from two or three-
dimensional Euclidean geometry. Since our annotated emails from Enron corpus are 
treated like a bulk of dataset, we used term weighting with unsupervised techniques 
with our approach of heuristic techniques to provide a well organised and prioritized 
email prediction system. 

 

eqS , = ( )∑
T

tetq ww ,, .  
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Fig. 2. Algorithm prediction System 

4.3    Algorithm Prediction System (APS) 

Algorithm prediction system uses a heuristics-based approach with embedded favorite 
dictionary of word and phrases, with weighting measures.  The assumption is that if 
interrogative words, questions, questions mark(s), phrases such as do reply, when will 
you, if date and time are found in email messages, such a mail is important and will be 
assigned some score. The algorithm is shown in figure 2. Algorithm prediction system 
(APS) for email management is a new unsupervised machine learning techniques that 
is implemented. APS described above uses a precision and recall to evaluate this new 
technique in comparison with gold standard (Human participants). 

5   Dataset Setup 

We collected over 5000 email conversations from the Enron email dataset [9], a 
publicly available corpus with about 150 users and 120,000 emails as the test bed and 
had 80 human reviewers to review the email prediction system. Notice that having 
such a gold standard may also be used to verify our assumptions and algorithm. We 
annotated 5000 emails to determine the original class with numeric values: need 
reply- 1 and do not need reply- 0.  We then used human annotated emails as the gold 
standard to compare our algorithm result with human review results.   

The 80 human prediction analysts reviewed those 5000 selected email conversations. 
All the analysts were undergraduate and graduate in university of Portsmouth. Their 
discipline covered various areas including Science and Engineering, Arts, Education, 
Law, Business and IT. Since many emails in the Enron datasets [9] relate to business, IT 

Reply Prediction algorithm
1. Define X as the number of matching needed to mark the 

message needs reply 
2. Define Count as the number of matching =0 
3. If CC or BCC contains email addresses then 

a.    Count = Count+1 
4. create a rule that  

a. If the contents contains some of these words  
i. Count = Count+1 

b. must, should, what about, meeting ,priority,  
i. Count = Count+1 

c. Dear, hello, hi 
i. Count = Count+1 

d. Multiple of "?" 
i. Count = Count+1 

e. Dates or months names 
i.    Count = Count+1 

f. AM,PM 
i. Count = Count+1 

5. if(Count > X) 
a. then mail need reply 
b. Else 
c. mail doesn’t need reply 

}
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and law issues, the variety of the human prediction analysts, especially those with 
business and legal background are of asset to this user study. Each prediction analysts 
reviewed 50 distinct email conversations in one hour. For each email features extracted 
as described above, human prediction analysts (hpa) retain the highest weighting score, 
and then choose threshold and emails found above this threshold to be categorized as 
need reply and any emails that does not reach up to the threshold will be categorized as 
do not need reply. Thus, our expectation that human-annotated email prediction will 
show great variation was borne out, we discuss these differences further in section 6. 

6   Evaluations and Results 

In order to compare different approaches of email reply prediction, a gold standard is 
needed. In practice, for comparing extractive predictor, we annotated 5000 emails 
from Enron email corpus to either:  

• Need reply 
• Do not need reply 
 

We tested our algorithm with the embedded similarity measure approach on the 
5000 email datasets.  To measure the quality and goodness of the email prediction, 
gold standards are used as references. It is noticed that our unsupervised machine 
learning approach achieved 98% accuracy in comparison to the gold standard. A 
sample output is shown below: 

 

Fig. 3. A sample Reply Predictor System 

Figure 3 and 4 show an output sample of our email reply prediction mail client. As 
emails are being passed unto the prediction system, they aforementioned features are 
being extracted by our prediction model and the email messages in yellow colour 
indicate those that require a reply. This section describes experiments using APS 
system to automatically induced email features classifiers, using the features 
described in Section 4. Like many learning programmes, APS takes emails as input 
and the classes to be learned, a set of features names and possible values and training 
data specifying the class and feature values for each training example. In our case, the 
training examples are the Enron email datasets. APS outputs a classification model for 
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predicting the class (i.e need reply- 1, do not need reply- 0). We obtained the results 
presented here using precision and recall. In this paper, we evaluated APS system 
based on weighting measures, and human judgments. To measure the quality and 
goodness of the email reply prediction system, gold standards are used as references.  
Human email predictions make up the gold standards.  

We evaluate our proposed email prediction system against human email predictions 
from human participants. Human participant detected replies by matching email 
features: 

• Interrogative words in email contents - when, where, can, how as these words 
indicate a request and a need for an answer. 

•  Phrases - reply soon, need your help, looking forward to hearing from you, 
interview now as these phrases indicate time and urgency. We build most used 
phrases from the corpus and our algorithm keeps learning from this and keep 
expanding its knowledge with the new phrases and becomes more intelligent  

•  previous email conversations - this is important because previous conversation is 
a clue to discover what has happened in the past and extract the  old content and 
check with the new conversation to determine if such previous communication is 
vital to our decision making or not. 

•  Attachments - most email users from our survey send attachments when there is 
need for clarity or as prove of a task or evidence of something and this indicate that 
an email message that contain attachments may need a reply and other extracted 
features that we investigated are “extracting interesting words as chosen by email 
user from dictionary, question mark (s) in emails and reference fields of a message 
with message Id from original message. Figure 4 below shows more evaluation 
graphical output.  

 

Fig. 4. A sample of our prediction output 

Our solutions to reduce email overloads, unstructured email messages, email 
congestions were analysed, tested and evaluated by group of participant from the 
university of Portsmouth and companies around the city ranging from academic and 
non-academic staffs. Evaluation Result ratio of male to female participant is 50:30  
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Fig. 5. Evaluation Result 

and the whole group is a mixture of diverse cultures and backgrounds.  There are 50 
male that participated in the testing and evaluation while 30 females participated. The 
ratio does not change the output result of the analysts and that their decision is made 
based on realistic approach. Figure 4 explains how our reply prediction client works. 
The participants were separated into 2 groups and were given 1500 emails to analyse, 
annotate and predict the mails that require a reply. Group 1 confirmed that out of 
1500 emails, only approximately 668 require a reply while group 2 confirmed that 
approximately 665 require a reply. With the human participants, the average 
estimation of mails that need reply is 667 which are estimated as 100% accurate. Our 
proposed email reply prediction system estimated that approximately 672 require a 
reply and is approximately 95% accurate as compared with gold standard. 

We also evaluate our algorithm prediction system using precision and recall as the 
measurement of evaluation for our system: 

• For 1500 emails, compute the recall and precision where a correct predicted group 
is found.  

• Given our prediction system whose input are email messages, and whose outputs are 
need reply- 1 and did not need reply- 0.  The recall and precision is computed as:  

 

Precision and recall (compared to gold standard) 
Correct 
predicted group 

Total Predicted 
Group Found  

Total 
Emails  

Precision  Recall  

4897 4993 5097 98.1% 96.1% 

 
Precision and recall on a per email basis 
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We evaluate our prediction algorithm’s performance by comparing performance of 
human participants with our proposed algorithm result. Figure 5 shows detail results. 

7   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented a better way to prioritized email messages and automati-
cally alert email users regarding email messages that require attention. Our solution to 
reduce email overload, overcome unstructured email boxes, reduce high volume of 
emails, reduce email congestions and overcome limited storage space for email 
messages is one of the better way to manage email messages. We did study the 
features of over 5000 email messages and train our prediction system based on the 
aforementioned features to extract and decide the email messages that require replies 
and keep learning as new incoming emails arrives. Our system appears to work better 
than existing approach and the unsupervised learning approach help the knowledge 
based and self learning trait and ability to continue to learn and be more intelligent 
and all these make our solution a better approach. 
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